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I believe in power of nature to cure diseases. This belief is further

strengthened by basic principles of homeopathy which are in

congruence with natural laws. I have graduated as Bachelor in

Homeopathy, Medicine and ...
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About Us

Dr. Sonali Bhonsle

I believe in power of nature to cure diseases. This belief is further strengthened by basic principles of

homeopathy which are in congruence with natural laws. I have graduated as Bachelor in

Homeopathy, Medicine and Surgery. Done my Post Graduate course in Dietetics, considering that a

Doctor should have the sound knowledge of what a patient should eat rather than stressing what not

to eat.Practicing since last 12 years where I am daily handling Acutes and Chronic diseases with

satisfactory results in short duration. I believes that if this Pathy is well propagated by the qualitative

results it will surely be the first choice of treatment.

The approach that I follow is of systematic understanding of each case through process of,

elaborated case taking .This is most crucial aspect as each person is unique and inspite of

similar nosological diagnosis each person will experience the same disease in slightly

different way.

I stress on practical application of homeopathic principals as laid down by Dr.Hahnemann at the same

time I am completely open to recent innovation in this science based on the sound foundations of

basic Homeopathic principals and thus utilize it for the benefit of patients.

Unique Features :

Elaborated case taking.

Using different techniques of case receiving.

Being a patient listener.

Clinical experience of 11 years in handling variety of cases.

Associated...
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Dr. Sonali Bhonsle
Contact Person: Sonali Bhonsle

9th Floor, Bajaj Brand View, Wakdewadi 
Pune - 411001, Maharashtra, India
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